Problem statement
It is necessary to dwell on some controversial concepts to refer to the history of modern dance.
It is worth while distinguishing between two meanings of the "modern dance" term. In its broad sense the concept implies all the manifestations and forms of the art of dance existing at the turn of the XX and XXI centuries. As for its narrow sense, the Russian art history refers to contemporary dance as a specific trend. The Russian art history lacks a unified term nominating the phenomenon in the dance art of the XX and XXI centuries. One can often notice that the "art Nouveau dance", "art Nouveau jazz" and "contemporary" concepts are mixed and used as synonyms. The "modern dance" term always regards a wide context. In the Slav countries (in Bulgarian and Ukrainian traditions in particular), the term "contemporary" is used to describe all phenomena of the art of dance, starting with Isadora Duncan's creative work. It should be noted that the graphic image of this term changed in accordance with the rules of a particular language. This did not happen in Russian in which the word still remains a barbarism. However, in English the words "modern" and "contemporary" are synonyms.
The emergence of new forms of dance caused the term "contemporary" that appeared in the late XX century. It was necessary to distinguish them from the art Nouveau dance that had already become classical and ceased to be modern as such. "Contemporary" is not a homogeneous trend or tendency. It implies creative work of many dancers, choreographers and dance groups different from each other in style and technique.
In accordance with the foregoing, we argue that the use of the "modern dance" term is possible without any reservations, as in its both senses, trying to take root in domestic musicology, it will mean the same: a collective name for stylistically and technically heterogeneous styles and dance techniques in the dance art of the late XX -early XXI century.
The origins of modern dance should be found in the art of the last century. The biggest event for dance art at that time was the emergence of free, or plastic (rhythmoplastic) dance. It originated in Europe and America as the opposition to the art of ballet in which the body was driven into narrow confines of rules and canons, and the dance became the art for the limited circle of "enlightened people". In its separation from ballet, which is synthetic in its nature, dance was not considered to be art as it was merely an element of entertainment culture: secular balls, folk festivals, vaudevilles and cabarets were the context it was trapped in. The ideologists of free dance were anxious for the dance to get the selfvalue of art back and be equal to such arts as painting, architecture or music. In addition, the dance had to become the public heritage but not the subject of the elite culture. The emergence of free dance was influenced by Friedrich 
